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Brand new Kimber Adirondack 308 18 inch barrel with Leopold VX-R 3 x 9 scope with Daniel Boone Radical red dot in the center. This is the lightest and shortest production rifle made by Kimber, matching sling and compensator. With scope sling and tilly mounts 6 lbs total weight. Have lots of 308 ammo also. $2,600.00 OBO 207-515-4078 Andover, ME

AR 15 chambered in 6.8 spc. Addax Tactical ZK mid length gas piston upper with 4 settings for running with or without a suppressor. 16” barrel with Spec II chamber; safe for the hotter 6.8 loads. Hard chromed bolt carrier group, Samson free float quad rail, PWS muzzle break, Magpul ACS stock. Throwing in a bunch of extras. Seven PRI mags, VTAC two-point sling and light mount, Troy vertical grip, Mod Gear quick detach sling swivel, Magpul XTM rail panels, Leupold riser and Millet tactical 30mm scope rings. Call or email, no texts. $1,300.00 OBO 207-785-5296 Appleton, ME

FNP 45 Tactical - Approximately 300 rds through it, very good condition with some minor slide finish wear from being holstered. Comes with all the original kit, plus two kydex holsters, one set up for MOLLE attachment, the other is an OWB holster for carry at 3:30. Also comes with 40 rds of Winchester white box and 40 rds of Winchester PDX. Call or email, no texts. $1,100.00 OBO 207-785-5296 Appleton, ME

Sig Sauer P320 Subcompact holster. RH, mini wing, IWB, brand new still in box. Text or leave voicemail. $75.00 OBRO 207-592-1543 Augusta, ME

Remington 870 12ga magnum receiver. 2 3/4” or 3” shells. 18inch barrel. Older Rem, production year of 1992. Low round count. Can text or email pictures. Open to trades $300.00 OBO 207-206-6931 Augusta, ME

1200$ OBRO, L1A1 pattern FAL, built on a semi rare Brazilian lower receiver with an Australian upper parts kit. Takes metric mags, but the rifle is inch pattern. I also have for sale a reproduction M1 Carbine by universal. Please text for more pictures. 800$ OBRO OBRO 207-904-9516 Baileyville, ME

Remington lever 76 22 lr. Only lever Rem.ever made! Fastest lever ever! Short action nylon in 98% condition. Trades Colt 45 snake gun look it up trades in my favor comes with 2 rem 22 bought with new 1200 trade combo $599.00 All 207-904-8762 Baileyville, ME

New Del-ton 5.56/.223 Ar15. Comes with Aero Precision m-lok free float handgauard, magpul charge handle, AT3 tactical red dot, at least 6 new magpul magazines and a new Plano hard case. I can throw in a few hundred rounds for the right price. Everything is new and ready to go. Can send more and better pictures. Text is best $900.00 OBRO 207-399-5455 Bangor, ME

---

Always comply with local, state, federal, and international law. The Bullet-In does not get involved in transactions between parties.
GSG 1911 22lr. New. In box. Threaded barrel. Extra clips available @ $30 ea. $425.00 207-288-2216 Bar Harbor, ME

Colt 1911-A1-22LR the rail gun is the modern combat version of the legendary Colt 1911 handgun. It includes low profile combat sights, beavertail safety, and an accessory rail under the barrel. The Colt Government 1911 A1 rail gun semi-automatic pistol in .22 L.R. is manufactured exclusively by Walther under license from Colt. It is the only genuine Colt tactical rimfire replica available in the world. Threaded barrel. New in box. Unfired. $485.00 207-288-2216 Bar Harbor, ME

SAR 9MM. New in box. Unfired. The Sarsilmaz B6 is a 9MM Turkish made single action/double action semi automatic pistol designed to provide you with reliable service for many years to come. Based on the iconic CZ75 design the SAR B6 features a polymer frame and high quality steel slide. Additional features include a set of fixed style sights, a manual thumb safety and external hammer. The SAR B6 will quickly become your favorite polymer framed firearm. $390.00 207-288-2216 Bar Harbor, ME

Windham AR15 MPC. New, in box. Unfired. $1,150.00 207-288-2216 Bar Harbor, ME

Remington 700 Sps Tactical .308 Winchester. Have original box. Lots of upgrades, magpul hunter stock with detachable mag upgrade, 2 six round Aics mags, A2 flash hider, leupold sight base, Burris P.E.P.R. Cantilever mounts, Vortex Viper HST 6, 24x50 scope with 4” sunshade have original box, Magpul mlok bipod 100 yards the rounds overlap, barrel properly broke in for competition shooting. From bench almost zero felt recoil. Have length of pull adapters for stock. $2,300.00 OBRO 207-290-0964 Bath, ME

Ts-12 semi auto shotgun. Comes with bag $1,100.00 OBO 239-218-0843 Bath, ME
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Mosin Nagant 1955 Polish carbine. Was brand new in Cosmoline. 2-300 round of non-corrosive shot through it. Nice 3x9 Tasco $450.00 Firm 207-442-8035 or 207-841-5578 Bath, ME

ruger mini 14 tactical with 4ruger factory 20 round mags one 30rd mag under 200 rounds fired..new handgaurd and recoil buffer installed/with green lazer light thats dead on, factory flash hider $900.00 Firm 207-442-8035 or 207-841-5578 Bath, ME

Hi point 4595 with one mag. $300.00 Firm 207-505-5740 Belfast, ME

Mosin Nagant M44 7.62x54r short version. All matching, great condition. includes sling, stripper clips, and a few rounds $375.00 207-505-0659 Belfast, ME

I have a smith and Wesson 19-5 4” blued with wood grips. It is in good to excellent condition. $800.00 OBO 207-323-1889 Belfast, ME

Have guns, will trade for gold and silver. marlin 1894 32-20 nice early gun 3 digit serial number. $1,200.00 207-238-6136 or 207-570-9972 Benton, ME

Savage 22 bolt action $200.00 207-479-3629 Bernard, ME

Browning “light” Auto 5, Belgium made .12 gauge 2&3/4” deer slayer. I’m the original owner, I bought this blond wooded slug barreled beauty when I was nineteen, some 50 years ago. This has been truly a deer hunting machine. I stopped counting notches at 30 some 20 years ago. It shoots Remington 1 oz slugs in tight 3” groups at 100 yards all day long. It has a low profile Leupold 2-7 power scope with duplex reticles. Please call if any questions or if you’d like to see it. $795.00 OBRO 508-561-6533 Bethel, ME

Springfield Hawken .50 Cal - Spain. Black powder muzzle loader. Good working condition. Kept clean, well oiled. Please call or text. I can email more pictures. I have no ammo or powder. Cash preferred, but may trade for 9mm

rounds or farm equipment. $200.00 OBRO 207-350-8050 Boothbay, ME

12 gauge 3” magnum Remington 1100. Semi automatic full choke, 30” barrel vented, works great. Very good Condition. Have more photo’s on request. No trades. $525.00 Firm 207-208-7035 Bowdoin, ME

Stainless steel Walther PPK-S .380. Made by Smith and Wesson in Houlton Maine. I bought it new in 2008. It’s like new, in original case, shot very few times Has 1 six and 1 seven round magazine. $900.00 207-666-5998 Bowdoinham, ME

P320 Vtac in excellent condition. Comes with Vtac day sights which are fiber optic and night sights combo 3 17 round mags and case also comes with a extra grip module which has the weight in it one is large one is medium. $750 firm or 9mm trades of that value only please don’t low ball thanks for looking will trade towards a glock 19 $750.00 207-595-9807 Bridgton, ME

M - 1 Carbine 30 Cal. the make is universal $695.00 207-992-8660 Brooks, ME

16 inch 5.56 bear creek side charging polymer lower hogue collapsible stock red dot 2 30 mags 1 5 round sling point sling flip up sights vertical foregrip $800.00 OBRO 207-322-6499 Brooks, ME

Thompson Center Dimension chambered in 270. This is a modular bolt action rifle and comes with an additional barrel and bolt chambered in 22-250. Rifle has been used and I can tell you It has no problem shooting a group the size of a quarter at 300 yards. Trades Welcome. Text or email for more photos and information. I travel around the state often. $700.00 OBRO 201-519-6746 Brownfield, ME

Marlin collectors. Absolutely mint/pristine Marlin 336LTS in .30/30. 16 1/4” barrel. This model was manufactured 1988-89 with only 2671 produced. No box/papers. I bought it new back then and only shot about a box through it at the range. Never used for hunting.
These were meant for hunting and most of them have been beat to death. Really serious Marlin collectors will know how rare and valuable these really are and a great investment. Must be 18 with valid Maine driver’s license. No scammers. Low ball offers not even considered. No trades really means no trades. If listed, it’s still for sale $700.00 207-319-3855 Brunswick, ME

Colt Targetsman, 10-shot .22 semi-automatic, with 6” barrel. Comes with 2 clips. Like new. Call Bob $600.00 207-665-2655 Bryant Pond, ME

Smith & Wesson Model 53. .22 Jet, double action 4-screw model made in 1961. Includes 6 inserts to shoot .22 long rifles and 3 boxes of .22 jet ammo. With box, overall condition 98%. Call Bob $1,100.00 207-665-2655 Bryant Pond, ME

Smith & Wesson model 66-2. Stainless steel, 4” barrel, .357/.38 special, 6-shots. Adjustable rear site, target grips. Like new condition. Call Bob $800.00 207-665-2655 Bryant Pond, ME

Colt Pony, .380 caliber, 6-shot capacity, stainless steel. Ideal carry piece. Like new condition. Call Bob $600.00 207-665-2655 Bryant Pond, ME

Trade me something- 1896 30-40 krag. Cut down front sight is ugly but straight. Williams peep sight and it’s drilled tapped for scope which is included. Safety don’t work but shoots good. Cool milsurp rifle. Just looking to trade. Like to find AR upper or something in 9mm 380 22lr/mag 12g. Text or email. Don’t
call no service. Thanks $200.00 Firm 207-515-4124 Buckfield, ME

Savage Rascal single shot bolt action .22 lr youth rifle. Pink in color with picatanny rail and browning reflex sight. Also included is the original peep sight and a sling. Kids outgrew. Want to trade for a 20 gauge pump shotgun, Mossberg or Remington, maybe others. Will add some cash if needed for a trade. $125.00 207-399-6149 Canaan, ME

T/C, Contender, 7-30 Waters “Hunter Package”, 14” stainless, ported bbl, T/C 2.5 to 7 scope, black for-end. 40 rnds Federal ammo, also some reloads and brass. no trades, Maine ID, Bill of sale, Etc, $650.00 OBRO 207-431-5358 Canaan, ME

Gamo Socom Extreme .177 break barrel, single shot, 1250 fps, 3x9-50 scope with red, green, and blue lighted reticle, black composite stock, like new! 700 pellets included (see online for review and photos) no trades. $275.00 Cash 207-431-5358 Canaan, ME

Ruger New Model Blackhawk in .45 Colt. All stainless, 4 5/8” barrel with adjustable sights. Belt Mountain cylinder base pin. Excellent condition with beautiful rosewood grips. Hard case and manual included. Ammo available. The Blackhawk is built tough enough for the heaviest Buffalo Bore hunting loads. Great backup woods gun! Maine residents only. Must be 21. Face-to-face and bill of sale required. Email or text. $600.00 Cash 207-337-2659 Cape Neddick, ME
West German Sig P226 .40 cal. Mint everything comes with ammo and original red box/grips/Burris FastFire 3. Has had professional trigger work. Interested mostly in selling but I’d consider trading for a nice Beretta 92 or CZ hand gun. Text or email only pls. $775.00 OBRO 207-299-5071 Carmel, ME

Sears model 54 30-30 in decent shape looking to trade for a shield 9mm $325.00 207-440-4438 Chesterville, ME

I have a bear crux compound bow. Only used during one season. Hasn’t been touched much since. Only adjusted by sporting goods store. Set around 55 or 60 pounds. The string is still perfect and still waxed. Comes with arrows. The sight is battery operated to glow. Interested in trades for firearms. Just testing the waters. OBO 207-812-1916 Columbia Falls, ME

CZ 527 6.5 Grendel. Burris 6.5x20x50. Set trigger. 2 magazines. 30 rds hornady custom 123gr. Boxes for both gun and scope. Nice hard case included. Mint condition. Trade for other hunting rifle. 1911. Text or email is best $950.00 207-343-1381 Corinna, ME

S.W 40 cal and 357S Cal has two barrels new condition $490.00 207-474-0872 or 207-399-6443 Cornville, ME

Testing the waters with my Nighthawk Predator 3, built on a Les Baer frame by Nighthawk. Has a little wear on the finish but shoots great and is an amazing pistol. Only interested in other high end fire arms pistol or rifle especially rifles. Scar, AKs, precision rifles, KAC, LMT, Sig. HK. $2,750.00 OBO 207-756-0353 Cumberland, ME

Kahr MK9 Pistol + extras, 9MM semiautomatic, Stainless Steel, DAO Highly rated handgun, very reliable Shoots all 9MM ammo. Only about 400 rounds through it. Great condition. Cleaned after every use. Very reliable w/ smooth trigger. Includes: 3 Mags, form fitted Galco OWB holster with thumb break, and Comp-Tac IWB kydex holster also fitted for this specific gun. Also has Tritium night sites and Hogue grip palm swell. Everything is just like new and new this would cost over $1150. (Buyer must be Maine resident with ID and legally eligible to make this purchase) I am asking $850.00 OBRO 207-829-3144 Cumberland, ME

Ar10. Aero ar10 308 win. Has ranier arms match barrel and BCG. Open to offers optic is vortex PST gen 2 1-6 LPVO. Text for more info. 1500 without optics or 2100 with optics. Will not sell optics. Will sell rifle without optics $2,100.00 207-790-3090 Cushing, ME

Ruger Mini 30 7.62x39 stainless steel with black polymer stock, excellent condition, like new, Ruger 1” scope mounts, Butler Creek sling, 6 Ruger twenty round mags and 1 Ruger five round magazine $875.00 OBO 207-929-0345 Dayton, ME

Zastava M92 PAPAK Pistol. Has a Krink brake and an AR pistol tube adapter with tube and KAK brace. Includes three magazines, two steel mags and one clear Pro-Mag. Have one Tula Bakelite mag available for extra. Also have one box of ammo. $750 cash or $825 with the Tula Bake mag. 207-877-1404 Dixmont, ME

Browning X-bolt Stalker Long Range 270 Winchester. New in box. 26” barrel/ muzzle brake & thread protector, glass bedded, free-floating, hand chambered. Bolt action 60° bolt lift, adjustable feather trigger; detachable rotary magazine, top tang safety; bolt unlock button. Composite stock dura-touch armor coating; inflex recoil pad, right-hand palm swell, sling swivel studs installed. Extras browning 20 moa scope base & Mcarbo trigger spring kit installed & extra spring, & 3 extra factory magazines. Hard to find. Bought for trip west - couldn’t go. Maine ID no trades contact Brad $850.00 Cash 207-234-2702 Dixmont, ME

Winchester Super X3 Field Compact, semi-automatic active valve system; Pachmayer decelerator recoil pad; 20 ga. 24” vent rib matte black barrel & receiver; satin oil finish grade 1 Turkish walnut stock; back-bored 3” chamber; 4 rd; invector plus chokes full, modified &
Sig Sauer P250. .357 and .40 cal barrels. Left and right holsters. Some rounds. Case, lock. Excellent condition. About 100 rounds through it. $650.00 Firm 207-608-9497 East Waterboro, ME

I have a Smith&Wesson m&p shield 9mm I’m looking to trade for a glock 42 in 380 for my wife and no other trades and gun is not for sale, text is best. 207-479-0350 Eastbrook, ME

Winchester model 1892 cal 44-40 ser.# under 775,000, twenty four inch barrel, made 1914. Winchester model 1894, cal. 30-30, ser # under 550,000. Twenty inch barrel, saddle ring, made 1910 207-768-1976 Easton, ME

Bushmaster Varminter .223/5.56 made in Windham maine. Currently has a Magpul ACS stock, extended trigger guard and a 10-40x50 scope. I have all the original parts including the factory 5rd. magazine, hard case and owners manual. Possible trades for Marlin trapper in 45-70 and Ruger Alaskan in 454 Casull. In person sales. Prefer to be contacted via text or email. $1,600.00 Cash 207-944-8732 Eddington, ME

Smith and wesson pre lock 66-2. 357 mag fired very little with holster and 2 speed loaders looking for firearms trade only. Text is best $700.00 Firm 207-570-8999 Ellsworth, ME

Manufactured 2003 with the uncommon steel grip frame (not usual alloy grip frame) in XR3-RED configuration having smooth faced wide trigger. Excellent in all respects as shown in photos (including bore). Includes
original matching numbered grey plastic case. Will send by Priority Mail to any location where not locally prohibited provided I get a signed statement stating you are allowed to own it where you live with no local restrictions along with a photocopy of your driver’s license. These conditions make it 100% legal for both of us. Price shipped is $625 or only $600 if face to face. 207-453-9585 or 207-314-9586 Fairfield, ME

Carcano Calvary Carbine, 6.5x52. This is a nice example of the Calvary Carbine, good bore, untampered with, numbers matching. These are getting hard to find. $350.00 207-692-4779 Fairfield, ME

Arisaka trainer type 99 low serial number E8297 great original condition original military configuration correct and clean with mum intact. Made to shoot blanks not real ammunition $300.00 207-313-2896 Fairfield, ME


Ruger M77 varmint, 24” heavy barrel, 6mm Rem, red butt pad tang safety. 1980 model. Nikon Buckmasters 6-18 scope. Can text pics $950.00 Firm 207-399-8531 Farmington, ME

Remington 783 7mm rem mag vortex crossfire ii 4-12x44 scope 2 boxes of ammo. $350.00 Firm 207-689-5719 Freeport, ME

Savage Axis, fired, 22-250 cal., 1 3/4x5 Redfield wide field scope. $350.00 207-935-3539 or 207-890-4980 Fryeburg, ME

Henry’s Golden Boy 22 short, long & long rifle. With all hang tags still attached (no box). Only interested in trading for a Mossberg 590A1 or 930 shotgun or some other tactical shotgun of same value/quality. Will add cash as needed for the 930. Text or email is the best way to get a hold of me as I don’t answer unknown numbers. 207-233-0819 Gardiner, ME

1970 Grade 2 Browning Belgium BAR in 30-06. Had the typical bluing and stock wear you’d see on a 50 year old rifle. I had the rifle hard chromed and stock Ultra Line-Xed (both by professionals). It’s now a like new, one of a kind all-weather Belgium BAR that will last a lifetime. I have no need to sell so price is firm. Only trade I may consider is an M1A Socom or Scout Squad (I’ll add a reasonable amount of cash as needed) or some other battle rifle of same value/quality. Nothing else will be considered. Text or email is best as I do not answer unknown numbers. Possible trade. $1,299.00 207-233-0819 Gardiner, ME

H&R 223 single shot rifle, great condition,22” barrel, length of pull 14 1/2” beautiful walnut stock, target barrel, checkering clean crisp not hunted or shot much, scope rail, rifling crisp and clean, these guns are getting kind of hard to find in this good condition. Or trade for 10ga Browning pump, or 9.9/8hp outboard $350.00 OBO 207-344-5016 Gardiner, ME

Have a super redhawk 454 casull with Leopold scope can also shoot 45 colt with it rubber grip nice gun $1200 possible trades for other revolvers 1911s $1,200.00 207-717-3977 Garland, ME

Thinking about selling trading my Remington R15 223/556 has bipod and 4.5x14x40 camo Nikon scope mainly looking for trades such as revolvers possibly other rifles wheelers dirtbikes boats things of interest maybe the right trailer dont really use this one anymore is a great gun and barely even used soft case not included 207-717-3977 Garland, ME

Have a stoeger 357 single action revolver bought new have 12 rounds through it thinning out the collection to get what I really want dont use this one have 17.5 barrel $550 possible trades for other guns mainly handguns ect $550.00 207-717-3977 Garland, ME

Beretta mod 92fs, Crimson laser grip, 2 holsters, 1000 rounds $1,200.00 Firm 207-270-1709 Garland, ME

2016 special edition 1911. Ruger 45 comes with 2 mags and one box of
Firearms

Winchester pump model 1906 22. Nice shape. Cash or $600 or better in trade $500.00 207-808-9421 Gorham, ME

Ruger 77/357 Stainless/ synthetic 18.5 in barrel 2 5 round magazines set of SS rings $1,000.00 207-572-2564 Gorham, ME

Glock17 Gen5 9mm custom build. Looking for a decent stickered vehicle trade of equivalent value. No projects! Entirely too many specs to list here. Will send over for serious inquiries only. Has just under 3000$ invested and has been completely upgraded to titanium or the like on every last pin, spring and internal. Will also consider and STI Stacatto in trade. Please text only no calls. 207-274-4673 Gorham, ME

Savage .250/3000. Model 99 gun in great shape it has the window with brass shell counter also a nice Tasco older model scope. This gun is a tackdriver. $1,000.00 Firm 207-956-1393 Gray, ME

Winchester model 70 Feather weight 30/06 gun is in great shape and includes a real german ww2 post sniper scope. Gun only $1000 with scope $1200 This gun is 1953 year $1,000.00 207-956-1393 Gray, ME

Parker Trojan 16 guage sxs shotgun. Ser xxx773 manufactured in 1919. Hammerless with 2 triggers. Action is tight. Barrels are bright and shiney. Stock has very little if any nicks or scratches. Gun belongs in the hands of someone who can appreciate the quality of a Parker. I’m not a gun fancier inherited it several years ago. Please feel free to text call with any questions. But don’t waste my time if you’re not a serious buyer or can’t pass a background check. Cash sale only. Motivated seller. Willing to take partial trade on 3 point attachment $1,400.00 207-949-7644 or 207-827-4051 Greenbush, ME

Browning BLR 7mm mag. Made in 1996 with steel receiver. Great shape for the year with a few small dings and scratches. Great rifle for the up coming moose season. Comes with 26mm scope rings. Scope not included. $800.00 OBRO 207-754-3890 Greene, ME

Muzzle loader. Cabelas. Made in Italy. 50 cal. Like new. Investarms. Hawken Model. $200.00 Cash 207-522-6793 Greenville, ME

Cz 75b compact nickel 9mm rare hard to find in this nickel finish. These Cz were discontinued back in 2011. Includes oem box and 3 mags excellent condition. Recently upgraded to guncrafter industry aluminum Frag grips (which are awesome, but $100) and a FO front sight. I have original grips, sight, and a Dawson precision blacked out rear sight along with oem box and such Will consider trades 9mm or 45. Or factory 556 upper, DD, BCM, geissele, etc $900.00 207-478-9889 Hampden, ME

Ammo 7.62x54r. 350 rounds of ammo. Mostly brass, some steel. No corrosive. $125.00 Cash 207-249-3899 Hampden, ME

Keltec CP33 22lr 33 round mags. These are quad stack mags, really innovative. Each mag holds 33 rounds. It’s awesome to be able to load 30+ rounds and not have to reload between shooting. Excellent shooter, fiber optic front and rear. 2 mags and box Has about 70 rounds through it to test function at one range trip really an awesome shooter Text is fastest. $500.00 207-478-9889 Hampden, ME

New in box savage axis 30/06, never fired. Took it on trade, have no use for it $300.00 207-479-2580 Hancock, ME

Wincham Weaponry 450 Thumper. Very few rounds, perfect unmolested condition. FFL transfer only. $1,100.00 978-394-2027 Harpswell, ME

Looking to sell my Zev AR15! best ar15 you can buy only put two full clips through it’s has the following 1.holosun red dot 2.magpul grip 3.magpul sls stock 4.magpul foregrip 5.radian raptor charging handle. Completely
Weatherby Vanguard VGX in 300 Win Mag. Leupold VX-3i 4.5-14x50 scope with Burris rings. This is not sighted in. I acquired the gun used, mounted the scope with big plans, fired one box through it, and have had no more time for it. It’s a beautiful gun. I hate to part with it, but I am not using it. I don’t foresee being able to use it for quite awhile, so I am getting rid of it. I would be open to trades for old military rifles in good condition. What do you have? Call and leave a message; I will call you back, or text for a faster response. Thanks for viewing. $1,350.00 OBRO 207-745-8106 Hermon, ME

Ruger 3 screw 357/9mm convertible old model Blackhawk, w box, extra cylinder box, and cylinder bag, in like new condition. Unconverted. Text, call, or email $800.00 207-299-0095 Holden, ME

22 Magnum Ruger 3 screw Old Model Single Six. This is a roll marked 22 Mag Single six and not a 22 Lr convertible model with the 22 mag cylinder. Has not been converted, hammer and trigger are as they left the factory. Shipped in 1960, second year of 22 mag single six. Plum loading gate. Smooth and excellent shooting, in good condition but has some relatively minor handling marks. Potential trades considered. Calls, texts, or emails. Please leave message if I don’t answer, don’t always have phone right w/me $425.00 207-299-0095 Holden, ME

I have a few guns. First one is a glock 43, talo edition comes with a hard case and an alien gear iwb holster. 2nd is a ruger sp 101 375/38 special, comes with hard case and 25 rnds of 38 special ammo. The last one is a mauser 98 sporterized 30.06 with a bushnell scope. Will sell as a package deal for 1000$ or alone at 400$ apiece for each gun. Text only please can send photos when contacted. 207-441-4761 or 207-441-4761 Hebron, ME

Mossberg patriot 22-250 bolt action with scope and bipod. Like new perfect condition. Trades or cash. $500.00 207-991-8565 Hermon, ME

Savage Mdl 10 bolt action sniper rifle with heavy duty threaded barrel, 10 round clip, bi-pod, quick sling and Vortex 3 - 12 x 42 scope anti-glare integrated dust covers $1,050.00 207-745-1750 Hermon, ME

Springfield xdg 9 $535.00 207-229-8512 Kennebunk, ME

Kimbre micro 9 nightfall $831.00 207-229-8512 Kennebunk, ME

Winchester model 70 in 7mm magnum with 4 to 16 scope has lighted cross
Glock 44 .22LR factory new 764503035920 description: glk 44 us


Factory new Mossberg 500 all-purpose field type shotgun, pump action, caliber 20 gauge, finish blue, action pump action, stock checkered hardwood, sight bead, barrel length 26, vent rib overall length 45.5, weight 7 lbs, capacity 2.75 5+1 receiver blue, drilled & tapped chamber, 3 chokes multi-choke (full, mod, ic) butt plate vented recoil pad features sling swivel studs $399.99

Rare Richardson R-5 12ga Guerrilla Survival shotgun for trade trade for mauser non sportized. Text is best 207-557-2341 Mercer, ME

New browning a500g $600. New Thompson center predator encore prohunter 22-250 with t/c scope all matching camo. $750 firm 207-441-7212 Milford, ME

AR15 16” carbine chambered in 7.62x39 (30 caliber). 30 round magazine and flip up UTG rear sight. Lower receiver is ATI (American Tactical Industries). I am not a dealer. $625.00 Cash 207-441-1752 Milford, ME
Tikka T3X lite 6.5 creedmoor sig Sauer whiskey 3x9x40 only shot to line in the scope bought new in March. No trades $750.00 OBO 207-478-3057 Milford, ME

Benjamin bulldog 357 big bore Air PeP numatic Air rifle. This is very powerful very accurate long range can try it out don’t have to clean like a fire arm 2. 5 shot clips for the price it comes with a high pressure air compressor gun max air is 3000 lb 300 bar, pump 4500 lb you can check prices online you won’t find this combination for this cheap anywhere very great price text before calling please $700.00 OBO 207-943-6536 Milo, ME

9mm Para H&K USP full size in good condition with plastic case and two magazines: $850. Cash 207-933-3877 Monmouth, ME

Winchester model 70 375 H&H mag . Rifle is from the 80’s and is in great condition. Come with a Burris 1-4 scope mounted on it. $1,000.00 207-441-2004 Monmouth, ME

Tristar t120, 9mm pistol, cz75 clone, manufactured by Canik, excellent quality and extremely accurate. Has seen 1 box of ammo. Trade for hunting rifle. $400.00 207-740-3660 Monmouth, ME

Remington 870 slug gun . Comes with a rifled barrel with rifle sights. Was a wood and black synthetic stock. $300.00 207-441-2004 Monmouth, ME

Marlin model 1893 made in 1906 chambered in 38-55 Winchester. Has a factory rear mounted peep sight with a front blade. In good shape $1,800.00 207-441-2004 Monmouth, ME

Ruger gp100, 357mag. can shoot 38 as well, 6 shots, 4” barrel. excellent condition, very little use. $600.00 207-740-3660 Monmouth, ME

2 brand new Chiappa 1911-22 magazine 10 round clips $25.00 Each 207-610-0878 Mount Desert, ME

Lever action 12 gauge. 18.5in barrel. Really cool looking gun and a blast to shoot. BNIB. Open to trades for a lever action rifle. Have lots of other firearms or can add cash to the right deal. $400.00 207-318-0166 New Gloucester, ME

650 MEC progressive 12 gauge shotgun press, auto primer and adjustable powder measure $250.00 207-628-2040 New Portland, ME

New, unfired Sig P938 Blackwood grips with original hard case and Sig holster for sale or trade for AR 15 or AR 47. Will throw in extra cash for high quality AR or sell for Text only please $600.00 207-974-7032 Newburgh, ME

Ruger Mark IV competition .22 $750.00 or trade. $750.00 207-563-1649 or 207-380-5250 Newcastle, ME

Sig Sauer P220, .45 cal., with Nite sites, case, 2 extra mags. Made in Germany, Excellent condition 207-416-8267 Newport, ME

Armscor 1911 .45 commander. Low round count. About 70 through it. Comes with a holster. Extra Wilson combat mag, original case. Light wear on the front of the gun, been my daily carry for about 4 months. Just testing the waters. Only trades I’d consider are other firearms, mainly pistols or revolvers. Nothing below 9mm. Maine ID required. Private sale. $750.00 OBO 207-355-4339 Newport, ME

9mm beretta 92 fs with 2 magazines, and a holster. Comes worth original box, will consider trades $700.00 OBO 860-752-2955 Norridgewock, ME

Dan Wesson 44 mag, 9” and 3” barrels, original box and gauges, shoulder holsters for both barrel configurations, pachymire grips and original wood grips, 2 speed loaders and cases. Excellent condition, collectors item $1,200.00 OBRO 207-441-8824 North Monmouth, ME

Palmetto state Amory upper dpms lower. Lots of little extras $900.00 OBRO 207-615-4285 North Yarmouth, ME

Looking for a 20 gauge the nicer the better have 12 gauge for trade smith an wesson 916 a great condition. $300.00 Firm 207-300-1772 Norway, ME
Remington 740 with 175 rounds for trade or cash in 30-06 absolutely no rust good condition older Lyman peep sight and 175mnds of military surplus ammo and Redfield sight mount looking for firearms trades or cash revolvers leverguns pump action rifles pistols no 22s no junk $350.00 Firm 207-478-9814 Oakland, ME

1939 Mosin Nagant 91/30. In good shape. Shiny bore. All numbers matching. Comes with # matching bayonet. Cash or open to trades $300.00 Firm 207-465-5354 Oakland, ME

Want to trade, I have a walther ppq m2 with box 2 mags and a iwb holster i'm looking to trade for a sig p226 or 229 or the right steel frame 9mm would be willing to trade up or down depending on what's offered thanks for your time call or text $650.00 OBO 207-590-1804 Old Orchard Beach, ME

CVA Hunterbolt, 50 cal, in-line, Tasco scope 3-9 scope, fiber optic sights, very good condition. $100 without scope $125.00 207-299-7893 Old Town, ME

1903A3 for trade. 6 groove barrel, extremely rare, barrel is brand new very little rounds down range through it(3-43) production a very late example of a 6 groove barrel still had packing grease in it. Has milled floorplate and trigger guard, barrel band and but plate, along with a brand new C stock, national match build. Has all original furniture in a box (original stamped floorplate etc., along with strait stock with good markings still. Rifle is in amazing shape. I am looking to trade for a national match M1A / M14, James river armory M14, or an original M1 carbine IBM production $1,500.00 OBO 978-491-9520 Old Town, ME

Testing waters. Only interested in quality stuff, not junk. Will list interest below. Putting my Norinco Type 56S1 Pre-Ban, underfolding stock, with around 1500 rounds of ammo, various types (a lot of pricey stuff) 4 bulgarian 30rd waffle mags, 4 norinco 30rd mags, 1 triangle 60 stamp 75 rd drum, punches, a short case, dust protector and holographic. Gun goes for 3500-4k used right now, just the gun. Interested in other firearms, nice hunting rifles or long range precision shooters (50 bmg, 338, 300 win) nice AR builds, compound bow, four wheeler, Other fun stuff entertain me with offers. OBRO 207-951-3601 Orland, ME

CETME 308 with extra mag. Trade for Ar15 Text is preferred. $800.00 OBO 207-949-9161 Orono, ME

Sleeping bags and hunting clothes, a lot to choose from. Mostly men's medium and large, some women's. Camo and orange gear. Call for more information. 931-624-4563 Orrington, ME

Brand new Kimber 45acp in carrying case fired only 50x what you see in the pic is what you get o $900.00 OBO 207-691-6412 Owls Head, ME

Hungarian PA-63 excellent condition chambered in 9x18 MAK shoots great these are Walther PPK clones calls or text only $450.00 OBRO 207-713-0153 Oxford, ME

Remington 11-87. Premier 12 gauge semi auto. 2 3/4 or 3 inch. Comes with
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firearms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 boxes of shells. Email or text. Up for trades $575.00 OBRO 207-542-6151 Perry, ME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.3 Upper Ballistic Advantage 10.3 barrel Adjustable Gas block w/ black nitride tube + spare BA GB and tube Midwest Industries M lok rail B5 Handstop Railscales Choice of KAK blast, YHM brake, or a2 FH OD green and black finish Failzero BCG available $600.00 207-446-0008 Pittston, ME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springfield Armory M1A Standard Grade .308 Winchester. Only about 70 rounds fired through it. Well cleaned and maintained. $1,500.00 OBRO 207-212-0721 Rangeley, ME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR 15 with magpull accessories $1,200.00 207-691-6079 Rockland, ME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rare H&amp;K 300 in 22wmr. Original scope and claw mount. Very good condition. A few light scratches in blueing and walnut, perfectly functional and gorgeous gun. Hard to come by with the original claw mount and original Leupold scope. The mount alone goes for over 500. One factory 5rd magazine included. Text only, no cell service. $2,000.00 OBRO 301-751-7849 Rockland, ME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953 Colt Officers Match .22, in good condition, not mint but a very nice gun (see pics) looking for a trade of same value, please no low offers, I will not respond. Text for more pics. A nice AR15, good quality .357 revolver, shotguns, will take most firearms in trade, just no junk. I collect .22 rifles and always looking for them. Will take an atv in trade too! Send pics of what you have, this is a sweet Colt! $1,300.00 Firm 207-450-0957 Rumford, ME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian imports 12 ga over under folds in half, trades $500.00 OBRO 207-844-4938 Rumford, ME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Like new 9mm CZ 75B. Two 16 round magazines, case, everything that came in box. Only selling because I bought a competition CZ and this one will never get used. One of the best pistols man has ever made. No trades considered. Text ok. Firm $600.00 Cash 207-212-5603 Sabattus, ME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar500 hanging silhouette Target. 3/8” thick. Be like hickok45 and ring the gong! $250.00 207-423-5230 Saco, ME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have a 1911 38super beautiful in the box awesome shot that I want to trade 10mm 38special show me what you got 10mm is on my mind the most call anytime an</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pitch your deal will come with rounds OBO 207-408-7961 Saco, ME

Wilson combat Sig p320. Like new don’t have to sell comes with factory hard case 2 mags and 2 holsters. May trade for a m&p pro core 2.0 with the ported barrel and slide plus cash on your end or an ar9 or a pcc looking for something in 9mm. $1,300.00 207-416-4334 Saint Albans, ME

Sig mcx 556 gas piston ar15 with folding stock. This rifle can still fire with a collapsed stock unlike a tradition ar15. Has 300blk barrel conversion that also goes with. Both barrels are 16”. Comes with a sig hard case. Quick easy change barrel that is awesome! (ACOG is not included) Text is best. Not interested in shotguns, or regular hunting rifles. $1,650.00 Firm 207-790-3090 Saint George, ME

Brand new Ar-47! Shoots ak rounds 7.62x39. has a nice foregrip and scope. Also comes with one magazine full of ammo! Possible atv trades. Tuna reels? $1,200.00 Firm 207-607-2165 Sanford, ME

Browning blr 30 06 scope mint condition text for pic $850.00 207-432-1343 or 207-432-0075 Sanford, ME

I have an fn 509 tactical for sale comes with a compensator and a vortex venom as well as some ammo and the original case with all the extras basically brand new only shot a few times possible trade just text or call and let me know what you have and maybe we can make a deal $1,500.00 OBRO 207-289-8272 Sanford, ME

All matching very rare first year milled spiker. Extremely early dated to be the first year the spike sks was made. matching absolutely brand new fresh looking bore. Blueing is 95 percent there. Cal 7.62x39. Will make a nice example to any collection. No Chinese characters anywhere on the rifle. Very rare to see such a early gun. Text is best but I respond to emails too. $600.00 Cash 207-206-0599 Sanford, ME

CZ scorpion Evo 3 micro 9mm with brace 2/20 round mags and 2/30 mags. Has Magpul grip and original grip available. Must be 21 and Maine resident. $1,400.00 All 207-671-5250 Sanford, ME

Henry 30/30 lever action rifle. Walnut stock with blued barrel. Tube fed magazine. Excellent condition. Comes with ammo. $800.00 207-547-4866 Sidney, ME

Benchmade Infidel 3300BK OTF knife. Trades considered. $375.00 207-399-6662 Smithfield, ME

MEC #600 JR. 12/28ga. reloader. Never used. 1,000 each. Plastic wads, manual, parts list. $150.00 All 207-660-1900 South China, ME

Sig Sauer P226 Extreme 9mm for sale. Mint condition. Retails for 1100+ if you can find it. short reset trigger. night sights, custom grips. Comes with ammo and multiple magazines. Very nice gun. identical to gun in picture. Comes with original box. $900.00 207-405-7299 South Lebanon, ME

CZ SP-01 tactical, very clean, comes with 6 mags to 18 to 17 and two 21ound mags that have Taran tactical +4 base plates on them, comes with Alien Gear inside the waistband and outside the waistband holsters as well as a We the People holster, comes with custom Lok CZ 75 blue grips but also has stock black rubber grips, TFX Pro night sights, Cajun Gun Works lightened trigger spring kit and hammer spring, also comes with stainless steel DPM guide rod system and five different recoil guide rod springs varying in weights, essentially a race gun as is, will consider trades. $1,100.00 207-291-0383 South Paris, ME

Tikka 300 bolt action with Leopold scope. Will trade for 2 handguns or 1 handgun and cash. Will not split up gun and scope. $1,500.00 Cash 207-890-9405 or 207-890-9436 South Paris, ME

Sig Sauer MPX with extras, telescoping pistol brace, mag pul flip up sights, Romeo 5 optic, timminey Trigger upgrade, 4 30rnd & 1 20rnd magazines,
16 Firearms

.224 Valkyrie AR15, built from the ground up, 18 inch 1:7 Ballistic Advantage barrel, Ballistic Advantage bolt and bolt face, geissele 2 stage competition trigger, 200 round of 90gr SMK, and 5 30rd magazines, 2 30rd magazines, Vortex Diamondback 6-24x50 optic, magpul fixed stock with adjustable check and should pad. Plinks great to 1000, and roocked 2 coyotes this spring. $2,000.00 OBO 207-266-5469 Southwest Harbor, ME

Remington Model 7600 Carbine, 30-06. Synthetic forend, custom adjustable pistol grip stock. Williams peep sight, original stock included, 2 magazines. $650.00 OBO 207-461-0024 Springfield, ME

I am selling my Savage Axis in 308 Win. It has an adjustable timney trigger, boyds laminate gray stock, and over sized bolt knob. For 500 I will add in a redfield scope that is on the gun now. Gun shoots very well and has taken a few deer for me. I am ready to sell it and start another project gun. $400.00 Firm 206-819-2599 Springvale, ME

Smith & Wesson 357 Mag. Model 681, can fire both 357 and 38 special. Will listen to trades of other firearms $550.00 OBO 207-756-0161 Standish, ME

Remington model 770 in 308 caliber 5 shot bolt action 3x9 scope 1 box of shells & sling new in box has not been loaded or shot $300.00 207-696-3611 or 207-213-5658 Starks, ME

Two double barrel shotguns 12ga Ithaca $350.00 OBO 207-831-1004 Steep Falls, ME

Rare Ruger MDL #1. Excellent to mint condition. Chambered in a 280. This caliber is very rare and hard to find, especially in this condition. The original and legendary Ruger rings are included. Has taken on a beautiful patina over the years. You’d be hard pressed to find one this nice for its age and caliber. Has been a safe queen with less then 2 boxes fired thru it. Man before me fired one shot, just to say he fired it. I sighted it in and shot one deer at just over 400yds. Incredibly accurate reputation. A great gun to pass down to your children. My lose your gain. $1,200.00 OBRO 207-356-7991 Stetson, ME

H&K 45ACP. NIB. Stainless slide. Laser sight. Two mags. $975.00 OBO 850-450-1880 Steuben, ME

1902 colt lightning 22. Pump rifle 207-664-3337 Surry, ME

Black powder rifle. Thompson Diamond 50 cal. Bushnell scope, shoulder strap, wood case, some supplies. Very good condition. Used maybe 30 rounds. $275.00 207-322-3300 Swanville, ME

Anderson lower, 16 inch Delton heavy barrel upper. Magpul furniture, comes with 1 magazine. Vortex red dot. $700.00 OBO 207-691-4178 Thomaston, ME

Browning BPS pump shotgun 20 ga with 3” chamber. Field model 26” bll. This gun has engraving on chamber. They still make this model, but without the engraving. $450.00 Firm 207-354-6479 or 207-542-8617 Thomaston, ME

Black powder rifles and pistol. Fair to good condition. Ammunition included. CFMI. $1,800.00 OBO 207-716-7721 Troy, ME

Ruger LCR revolver snub nose... 38 special. Color purple and black Probably 40 rounds through it at the most it is just a little small for my hand but it’s very lightweight and concealable I also have a speed loader on its way from a company and we’ll throw that in $500.00 207-266-5568 Union, ME

Crossman f4 .177 pellet rifle break barrel 1200 fps good shape comes with scope, may trade text is best can deliver have 500 rounds with it $100.00 OBO 207-416-9385 Unity, ME

16 inch CMMG stainless steel bull barrel with a 1:9 twist. Upper includes charging handle, bolt carrier group and a minimalist aluminum hand guard. Plug and play. $550.00 OBO 207-266-3010 Waldo, ME
Sig p365 only trade for glock 43x! Has 3 mags and a holster! $600.00 Firm 207-747-7411 Waterboro, ME

Marlin 1872 XXX standard revolver. 4th variant. Yup, Marlin made revolvers! These would be chambered in .30 long rimfire.148-ish years old. I’d not recommend firing this historic piece, but 4 x .30 short rimfire cartridges come with it that it could also shoot. These cartridges alone are extraordinarily rare & not made since about 1911. Nicely factory engraved. Frame is gold/brass color, barrel is nickel color. Grip is pearl. Roll marks clear. Action works and is remarkably tight! Willing to negotiate somewhat, especially in trade for a Tommy gun or M1a Socom 16. Text works best. $800.00 OBO 207-313-6797 Waterville, ME

Trade for firearms. Wolfe System Sun Star ZX30 Commercial tanning bed. Purchased new for home use only. 198 on original bulbs. 220V. Weak support shocks for top. One bulb weak. Can see working. Can send more pictures upon request. 207-441-3169 Waterville, ME

Tactical Kinetics 7.5in 300 BLK Barrel. Barrel was installed, never fired, as I decided to switch over to 7.62x39. Looking for equivalent quality barrels in 5.56/.223 Wylde chamberings. Length is not a huge factor. Would also entertain offers for SBA3/4, or Tailhook pistol braces with their respective receiver extensions. All 219-232-8453 Wells, ME

FSOT is my Beretta 21A Inox in excellent condition with approximately 200 rounds through it. The pistol is currently sporting aftermarket walnut grips, however will also come with the black factory Beretta grips and magazine. Additionally, the pistol will also come with two Mecgar magazines, as well as a Kevins Concealment wallet holster. Considered trades would be a Ruger LCP II .22LR or a S&W 43C or 60, 12ga Mossberg 590 or Remington 870 Wingmaster, or a 7.5in 5.56 AR upper from a reputable manufacturer. Milsurps always welcome. $400.00 Firm 219-232-8453 Wells, ME


Black Powder CVA Wolf Muzzleloader practically new with scope $275.00 207-353-6532 or 207-212-8204 West Bowdoin, ME

Ruger 30-06 Nikon prostaff 4x12 Looking for cash or trade towards a set of toyota 6 lug wheels/tires or a decent set of 265/75/16 $500.00 OBO 207-808-9850 Westbrook, ME

Ruger Vaquero - 44-40 chambering, blued/cc finish, 7 1/2” barrel. Low production variation. Serious inquiries email for additional information, pictures, etc $600.00 207-329-6643 Westbrook, ME

Ruger Trap Model shotgun. Single barrel 12ga, 2-digit serial number assigned to former Marlin executive via the now defunct Ruger subscription program. Unfired in box. Approx 300 produced.
Serious inquiries email for additional information, pictures, etc $3,500.00 207-329-6643 Westbrook, ME

Engraved Ruger Blackhawk. 357 mag Clean Stainless Steel .357 Magnum. New model BlackHawk. Fun to shoot. Don’t want to let it go but it is time. I will require paperwork to be done But I will cover the cost of transfer. 9 engravings on the frame / barrel and 12 on the cylinder $750.00 OBRO 603-204-4940 Concord, NH

Beretta 92s, numbers matching barrel and two magazines. Italian Police trade in, made between ’78 and ‘82 - slightly slimmer than the 92fs with safety/decocker on only one side. Message for pictures. $550.00 OBO 207-242-9006 Whitefield, ME

2019 Browning Buck Mark 22LR. Pretty much new. Used only twice. One clip and case $300.00 OBRO 603-661-7382 Derry, NH

One engraving on the frame / barrel and 12 on the cylinder $750.00 OBRO 603-204-4940 Concord, NH


browning xt trap 32in ou. silver reciever and beautiful wood stock. browning case and xtra chokes. Will consider quality pistols in trade or partial trade. No junk $2,000.00 OBO 603-679-5280 Epping, NH

Cz 527 in 7.62×39 maybe 15rds thru it has set trigger and iron sights awesome gun for young shooter or in the woods, possible firearm trades $625.00 Firm 207-504-2350 Windsor, ME

This is a very rare Remington model 95 is variant 41 cal o/u in very good cond with solid hinges I got it quite a few yrs back I’m 82 yrs young. I came in, as shown an old wood trump cigar box, with 3 orig shells that I fired you will not see many if any of these type period items. I can send more pictures if needed no problem $850.00 OBRO 603-539-6516 or 603-651-8322 Freedom, NH

CZ 452 22 LR, beech stock. No longer available, well known for excellent accuracy, fit and finish. Windage adjustable military style rear sight accurate at all distances marked, elevation adjustable shroud front sight. Light, crisp trigger. Kept clean and in excellent condition. More photos available upon request. $450.00 207-649-2013 Winslow, ME

F1-Firearms ar-15. Very nice gun, comes with a spare barrel two mags, hard case, vortex scope mount as well as a vortex viper PST gen two. Has about three mags through it very clean. Weighs in at just over eight and a half pounds with scope and no mag. $2,000.00 OBO 207-350-1413 Woolwich, ME

New Traditions Tracker, muzzle loader w/ Tasco 1.5 to 4.5 scope, 50 cal, extra ram rod. Lost info book but new. $200.00 603-848-7178 Bow, NH

S&W model 36, 2in bbl, 38cal, blue finish. With a wrong box. Good condition, owned by gunsmith for years. Ser# 65xxx $500.00 603-848-7178 Bow, NH

Remington 870 Wingmaster 12 gauge Trap Classic. I bought it new 5 years ago and used it once. Instead of cash, I would prefer to trade for a revolver. $450.00 603-787-5779 Grantham, NH

Classic Pre-64 Model 94 Winchester 30-30 Win. Never drilled/tapped. All original. Very good condition. Instead of cash, I would prefer to trade for a revolver. $550.00 603-787-5779 Grantham, NH

Ruger Bearcat, 22cal, Blue finish w/ brass trigger frame, ser#, Sxxx. $500.00 603-848-7178 Bow, NH
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I’m selling my Ruger American 308. It’s new never been shot or taken in the woods it’s immaculate. Comes with a custom upgraded stock along with the original composite stock. It has an A1 Optic scope 6-24 x 50. I will include three 20 round boxes of ammo. The package is selling for around $725.00 note it will have to be transferred thru an FFL dealer at your cost, I will bring to dealer at no cost. $585.00 Firm 401-603-3461 Laconia, NH

Old remington 760 270 rifle with scope. 5 diamond checkering. Gun is in excellent shape. No trades and what i” m asking is what i’ll take! $650.00 603-788-4617 Lancaster, NH

I have an early (3 digit serial number) Ohio Ordnance semi-auto M1918A3 BAR for sale. It is unfired and excellent like new condition. It has a lot of GI parts such as the barrel, bipod etc. The new ones don’t. It comes with 11 magazines also like new. There is a several year wait if you order one from them now. Will consider reasonable offers. $6,000.00 603-662-0144 North Conway, NH

T/C Strike muzzleloader. Great gun. Excellent shape. Walnut stock. Scope mounts included. $500.00 603-651-9711 Ossipee, NH

Ruger 57 New in case, never fired 5.7 x 28mm. Comes with 2 mags, 3 boxes of shells, Desantis holster R.H.O.W.B., optic adapter plate, magazine speed loader. Must be over 21 years of age. NH resident I.D. Must be able to clear background check. $950.00 OBRO 603-692-5372 Somersworth, NH

sako model IV bolt action 30 - 06 excellent condition. made in finland $1,100.00 scope not included. 603-454-7202 Sunapee, NH

Taurus Tracker .22 LR 7 shot stainless steel. Like new. $400.00 603-455-4177 Tilton, NH

Sw 686 4in,s/s, revolver, box, papers, lock and gun keys. 2 speed loaders. Ammo 38,357. Like new condition. $725.00 603-387-8135 Union, NH

12 ga double barrel shotgun yr1915 colony armed st. Louis new front guard and triggers are stuck forged barrels no text call $150.00 Cash 603-307-0809 Wakefield, NH

Wanted: Looking for a Ruger Blackhawk (any model) stainless with at least 6” barrel in .44 magnum. $450-575 depending on condition. 207-437-2211 Albion, ME

Wanted: I’m looking for a sig sauer p365xl. Have a px4 storm .45 to trade towards it plus cash. Send me a text if you have one for sale or trade plus cash on my end. 207-891-3739 Auburn, ME

Wanted: Smith & Wesson MP 15-22 sport tactical 22 ri. Must be in new to mint condition. Will pay fair cash price. calls only please I don’t have text. OBRO 207-650-1776 Auburn, ME

Wanted: Looking for Glock 17. Have up to $400 to spend and can travel to meet. $400.00 207-944-6795 Augusta, ME

Wanted: Beautiful chicken coop has four boxes for laying in like new condition looking to trade for firearm of equal value let me know what you have worst I can say is no. $600.00 OBRO 207-458-6748 Augusta, ME

Wanted: Looking for unwanted or project firearms. Contact me with what you have and prices, maybe we can make a deal. 207-441-3273 Augusta, ME

Wanted: Interested in double barrel shotguns 207-505-6308 Bangor, ME

Wanted: I’m interested in any bullpup firearms. Text me pictures and what it is. 207-505-6308 Bangor, ME

Wanted: Looking for a smith and Wesson 1006 will pay top dollar for the right one. 207-949-2261 Bangor, ME

Wanted: Looking for AR15 upper receivers that aren’t chambered 5.56. Please send pictures and information about them. 207-505-6308 Bangor, ME

Wanted: Looking for a SRS-A1 or A2. Preferably chambered in .300wm but open to any and all offers. 207-505-6308 Bangor, ME
Wanted: I’m in the market for a couple semi-auto pistols 9mm or larger, couple shotguns (pumps or semi) no bolts or single shots and a couple high powered rifles, what i have to offer is a Mac Tech1000 Harley Edition 11 drawer toolbox valued at roughly $2500.00, looking for at least $2000 value in gun trades im not interested in paying retail prices for used guns. Could possibly toss in tools air & hand tools which are professional name brands not retail specials for right package deal. Text with offers very heavy you will need to bring help to load $2,000.00 207-837-3623 Bath, ME

Wanted: Ruger 44 Carbine parts gun. If you have an old Ruger .44 carbine, I am looking for a parts gun. Also if you have an assortment of parts that you would like to sell for the 44 carbine I would also be interested. 207-400-9814 Biddeford, ME

Wanted: I sold a Winchester 30-30 Model 94 to a fellow from the Alna area last fall. He said that I could buy it back if I changed my mind. The gun has been in my family since it was new in 1947. If he sees this ad I hope he will contact me. I never should have sold that gun. It was my grandfather’s. 207-233-4273 Bowdoinham, ME

Wanted: Looking for a 9mm. 500 ball park to spend $500.00 207-595-9807 Bridgton, ME

Wanted: Looking for a Colt Defender in .45 acp. 207-725-8436 or 207-522-7426 Brunswick, ME

Wanted: Looking for 357 magnum mare’s leg pistol. 207-852-9189 Charleston, ME

Wanted: Sig P220 .45 pistol or Sig P226 9mm pistol. I’m looking at something for max $600. Let me know what you have. Cash 1-207-563-8857 Damariscotta, ME

Wanted: ISO Mossberg Shockwave 12 gauge. cash in hand. Maine Resident with ID. 207-270-2206 Dexter, ME

Wanted: Looking for a 10gauge. Any make or model. please text number listed. I have a bad habit of not answering phone calls. Will pay retail prices. Cash 207-659-4863 Exeter, ME

Wanted: Ruger Old Army revolvers, especially those made without adjustable rear sight (just groove in top strap); either new or used, parts too! Please contact with what you have and price. Also looking for old Ruger two-piece pistol boxes. 207-453-9585 or 207-314-9586 Fairfield, ME

Wanted: 10 ft Jon boat like new has oars minikota 55lb thrust firearm trade? $800.00 207-616-1489 Fairfi

Wanted: Wanted: Rouge river 14ft canoe trade for ar15 or other firearms 9mm 22lr handgun. Try me what do you have canoe comes with life vests padded seats with back rest anchor paddles canoes in great shape its a tough canoe very wide also $550.00 207-320-1869 Fayette, ME

Wanted: Looking for a pistol either a 9mm or a glock. I’d consider a revolver if need be but rather not as this would be for my wife, she wants a small gun. Don’t care the condition or brand willing to pay up to $500 for it. I went to a few places and right now everywhere is sold out of guns under $500. So if you have one, I’ll pay you more than you paid for it brand new. Must be local. OBO 207-227-8517 Fort Fair

Wanted: Looking for broken, beat, damaged, incomplete firearms or parts kits. I am learning the gunsmithing trade, and I am looking for anything cheap to practice on. In my area all the fun gun shops have closed down, the places with back rooms filled with junk guns. so now I am asking my fellow citizens of Maine! Nothing is to rusted and ruined for my interest. Please be reasonable with the prices; but otherwise if you have something in the back of the safe that you are afraid your friends might see, let me take that off your hands! $500.00 OBO 207-227-8517 Fort Fairfield, ME

Wanted: Looking for an Ak47 not looking to spend a crazy amount of money just seeing if anyone is selling one before I buy new $400.00 207-592-8526 Friendship, ME
| WANTED: Smith & Wesson 14-2 K38 Masterpiece 6". 207-563-1649 or 207-380-5250 Newcastle, ME |
|---|---|
| WANTED: Looking for guns the newer the better. No black powder. Must meet locally. $500.00 207-300-1772 Norway, ME |
| WANTED: Parker Concorde quick draw crossbow brand new never shot has 2 full co2 tanks to go with it will consider other firearm trades $600.00 OBO 207-491-0083 Phillips, ME |
| WANTED: Looking to buy any glocks available for sale in the Portland area, can’t travel too far. Have cash, non prohibited with valid ME identification. $500.00 413-362-0524 Portland, ME |
| WANTED: Looking for something for home defense have about 100 dollars, can meet anytime $100.00 207-593-6839 Portland, ME |
| WANTED: in search of a Phoenix arms HPA22 207-446-2189 Randolph, ME |
| WANTED: Top tier AR10- DD, Noveske, Aero, let me know what you have, cash ready. $2,000.00 207-808-9472 Raymond, ME |
| WANTED: A slide for a Browning Hi Power pistol from Belgium. Just slide wanted, unless whole pistol is a reasonable price. 9mm caliber ammo also wanted, if reasonable price. Thanks. 207-406-0603 Richmond, ME |
Wanted: Your unwanted firearms any condition paying fair prices 20dollars and up for parts guns 207-691-2251 Rockland, ME

Wanted: used guns and parts ammo and military equipment paying 100 and up for military rifles. Legal Maine resident safely transfer your firearms and estate firearms to me. Will complete state and federal background check if required. 207-691-2251 Rockland, ME

Wanted: Looking to trade rare Ruger 10/22 charger takedown pistol with factory threaded bull barrel and bipod, case and all paperwork. Condition is like new, took it shooting one time. Super fun and super accurate. Looking for Ruger 10/22 Tactical takedown, Sig P938, maybe a Glock 19 or other interesting trades. In no hurry, the worst I can say is no. No lowballs, no bows, no boats, no Taurus firearms, no junk please. Thanks. Firm 207-364-6828 Rumford Center, ME

Wanted: Might be a long shot but I sold this Glock 19 in 2017 and I miss it like crazy, maybe if someone sees this who ended up with it and wants to part ways will contact me! OBO 207-747-7411 Saco, ME

Wanted: I’m willing to buy broken old or unwanted firearms doesn’t matter what they are just let me know what you have and we can talk prices text is best $1,000.00 Cash 207-289-8272 Sanford, ME

Wanted: Trade for firearm. Looking for full frame Glock in 9mm or handguns of the like, in trade for 17” 5 lug snow tires and wheels in 22545/17, treads and wheels are in awesome shape. Garaging car next winter so I don’t need them. Please text only. 207-274-4673 Scarborough, ME

Wanted: Looking for a smith&wesson governor. Send a picture with a price and I’ll text you back. I’m a Maine resident and over 21 years old. I’m also willing to pass a background check. 857-225-5130 Skowhegan, ME

Wanted: Interested in military surplus weapons. If you have an old rifle, pistol, or shotgun kicking around shoot me a text. I’m Maine resident and over 21, and willing to pass a background check. Each 857-225-5130 Skowhegan, ME

Wanted: Looking for used KAHR CW380. Also willing to barter products or services. I own a sign, graphics, and truck lettering business. 781-858-2863 South Berwick, ME

Wanted: Marlin / Glenfield model 60 rifle. I’m looking for a rifle with the squirrel or other design pressed into the stock. I don’t mind if I need to fix something on it or if its non functional for some reason as long as the price is right. Also interested in other Marlin or Glenfield semi automatic rifles. Let me know what you have and how much you want. Call, e-mail, or text and ask for Brian. 207-595-3185 South Paris, ME

Wanted: Looking for a new carry piece, ISO custom Glocks/tactical handguns with some upgrades. Would also be interested in a Beretta M9A3. Text pics. Cash in hand. $1,300.00 207-253-9744 Standish, ME

Wanted: ISO high end tactical rifles or custom glocks/race gun builds. For rifles interested in high end AR’s, long range rifles, scars, vectors etc. Text pics and info $3,000.00 207-253-9744 Standish, ME

Wanted: Looking to purchase a Scar17 or Kriss Vector. Cash in hand. Text only $3,000.00 Cash 207-253-9744 Standish, ME

Wanted: Taurus model 44SS 6 shot, ported .4” barrel. Trade for new Vaquero SS with 5-1/2” barrel in 44 or 45C. Bisley ok. NIB MSR $648 selling 207-664-3337 Surry, ME

Wanted: I’m looking for a Glock 19X or a Glock 34 207-691-4178 Thomaston, ME

Wanted: Looking for a black powder revolver, preferably a 1858 old army but am open to different models, feel free to text, call, or email pictures of other
Wanted: Looking for a 4” barrel 44 Mag DA revolver. Smith and Wesson pre-lock or Ruger Redhawk I am not interested in a Super Red Hawk or SA revolvers. Thanks for any replies. 207-212-4630 Turner, ME

Wanted: Looking for a Remington 7600 or 760 in preferably 308 but would also be interested in a 30-06 carbine. Doesn't have to be in perfect condition. Just needs to function as it should. Have cash and possible trades/partial trades (Mathews bow, 17hmr, single shot 12ga, kayak, and hunting related items) Thank you for your time! 207-691-0166 Union, ME

Wanted: Looking for a S&W 52-2 or 52-1 38 Wad-cutter, If you have one please call or e-mail me. Thanks so much. 207-314-4269 Vassalboro, ME

Wanted: 1911 with rail have cash 207-841-3465 Waldoboro, ME

Wanted: Browning 1911-22 compact 207-841-3465 Waldoboro, ME

Wanted: Basic home defense pistol something with a mid size frame. 32, 38, 308, 9mm, etc. Only looking for one home defense pistol or possibly a multi shot 410. Cash or would take one trade for a riding mower. Something between $75 and $250 207-691-7482 Warren, ME

Wanted: Anyone have a 12 ga or any pistols or revolvers they want to sell also looking for ammo 22 9mm 10mm or 30-06? Let me know I have cash and some high end break barrel pellet guns, CO2 Glock look alike pistol, 10/22 25 round mags, Caldwell long rifle rest evaluator, a trigger happy shooting bench and a Hoyt Hypertech complete archery set up 1000 invested in it for possible trades or for sale. $100.00 207-590-7099 Waterboro, ME

Wanted: looking for a nice O/U 20 gauge willing to pay going price on Over/Under depending on make & model. 207-441-3169 Waterville, ME

Wanted: H&R Snake Charmer/Tamer. Preferably 20 gauge. Will pay going price, please call or text. 207-441-3169 Waterville, ME

Wanted: Looking for a pistol in the 100-200$ price range Any caliper is okay just looking for some different things to target shoot with. 207-314-7923 Waterville, ME

Wanted: Looking to buy a .22 LR bolt action! Will consider semi auto as well but would prefer a bolt gun. Not too picky so let me know what you have! Looking for anything lower quality to high quality for a decent price. OBO 207-317-1946 Windham, ME

Wanted: M&P Bodyguard 380 with crimson trace, looking for like new not holster worn or anything like that. Will give up to $275-$300 for one in excellent condition $300.00 Cash 207-480-9206 Winthrop, ME

Wanted: Taurus 605 357 magnum, will pay $300 for one in excellent condition, possibly negotiable if it is like new. Looking for the stainless version but would consider black depending on price. $300.00 Cash 207-480-9206 Winthrop, ME

Wanted: Sako vixen or finnwolf rifle would consider any older sako like forester model also. 207-337-0195 York, ME

Wanted: Looking for older H&R, New England firearms single rifles low recoil or Savage model 24 combo rifles interested in parts rifles also. Can call or email with price 603-393-0590 Northwood, NH

Wanted: Looking for a remington 870 410 in good shape. Cash 603-237-5077 Stewartstown, NH
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